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ANTIPROTON STAR OBSERVED IN EMULSION 

Owen Chamberlain. Warren We Chupp, Gercon Ooldbaber~ 
Emilio Segre, and Clyde Wiegand 
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Bexkeley, California 

and 

JC. Amaldl, 0. Baroni, c. Castagnoll, 
Co J'ranzinetti, and A. Man!redinl 

lotit"to d1 Ji'islca della Unlversita, Roma 
lstUuto Nazionale cU Flslca Nucleare, Sezlone dl Roma 

December 1,, 1955 

In connection with the antiproton investigation at the Bevatron we planned aa4 

carried out n photographic-emulsion exposure in a magnetically selected beam ol 

negative particles. The magnetic .oystem was identical to the firat half (one de

nectlnl magnet and one magnetic lens) of the system used in the antiproton experl• 
•1 

ment ot Chamberlain. Segre, Wiegand, and YpsUantlso The selected particles 

left the copper target in the forward direction with momentum lo 09 Bev/c. 

Cosmic-ray evento possibly due to antiprotons bad been observed prevt.oualy 

by Hayward, 2 Cowan, 3 Bridge, Courant, DeStaebler, and Rossi, 4 and (in nuclear 

emulsion) by Amaldi, Castagnoli, Cortin!, Franzlnettl, and Manfredini. 5 We woro 

hopeful o£ finding events similar to the last one in our experiment as reported here. 
. 1 

When the antiproton concentration ln the beam used wao measured (one for 

about 50,000 pions) it became possible to make a rough eotlmate of the number ol 

antiprotons that should come to rest in the nuclear emW.olcm etacko. Since tho l'ango 

of antiprotons from the selected beam was conaldel'ably a:reater than the length of 

I . ' . o. Chamberlain. E. Segre, C. Wiegand, and T CTI YpoUantioll) Pbyo. ReY. 1000 

947 (1955). 

J Evano Hayward, Pbyo. Revo 7J, 937 (l947)e · 
s E. W. Cowan. Phyo. Rev. 94, 161 (195~). 
4 -Bridge, Courant. DeSta.eblero and Roooll9 Phyoe .R.ov. 95, 1101 (1954) • 
5 . -E. Amaldi, C. Ca1ltagnoll, Q. Cord~ C. J'ranzi.Bettl0 e.ncl A. Manlrec:Unl, 

Nuevo Clmento h 4J9Z (1955)o 
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the stacks, it was necessary to slow the antiprotons in an absorber (13Z gem -z of 

copper) before allowing them to enter the stacks in which they were to come to 

reate The estimate of the number of antiprotons stopping in the stacks lo hence 

rather drastically affected by the assumption made about their nuclear attenuation 

erose section in the copper absorber. If the attenuation cross section h assumed 

equal to that for protons we could expect about 7 antiprotons, while if it were 

twice that for protons we could expect only about' z. s antiprotons, ln the scanned 

part of our stacks. Up to now only one baa been found. We think, however, that 

we should not draw any conclusion about the attenuation crosa aection from these 

numbel"s, since our efficiency of observation le different for different scannlns 

methods and is not easy to estimate. 

Intensive scanning in Rome and in Berkeley has produced one star, found 

in Rome, and shown in Fig. 1. It has outgoing tracks as indicated in Table I •. The 

most reasonable assumption is that Track a is a pion. If the black prongs are duo 

to protons the visible energy release may be computed ao follows: kinetic e'nergy 

ot the two pions, 389 Mev; rest energy of the two pions, ZSO Mev; kinetic energy 

of the black tracks, 101 Mev; and binding energy for the black tracks, 56 Mev. 

The· total visible energy is 8Z6 Mev. 

The momentum unbalance ls SZO Mev/c, and in the most conservative (and 

very unlikely) assumption that four neutrons escaped, all with the same energy and 

tn the same direction, the minimum lnviaible energy release would be 65 Mev. A 

more realistic estimate o£ the energy represented by neutrons would be 160 Mev. 

lt is also possible that a very considerable energy went into neutral pions. Other 

&.esumptions on the identity of the heavy trackl!l give higher total energy releases. 

We must conclude that the visible energy release io consistent with that to 

be expected from the annihilation of an antiproton-proton pair; lt would be harder 

to explain as due to a reaction in which all the energy ia. supplied by only one 

particle of protonic mass. 

From the magnetic analysis we can say that the putlcle that genez:ated thh 

star entered the copper absorber preceding the emulsiona with a momentum of 

1090 • ZO Mev/c. The obaerved range lo 13Z g em -z ·of copper pluo 9. 31 em of 

emulsion. From theoe data we can calculate the ratio M/Mp of the maoo of thto 

particle to the proton maso, and we obtain 1. OZ • o. 04 ln which the main uncertainty 

le due to the uncertainty ln momentum. We have not considered here the remote 

poaslbUlty of lnelaotlc ocatterlng in the copper aboorber0 which would lead to a 

.. 
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lower maso valuea Somewhat leeo prec:lae valueo of the maoa GJ"e obtained from 

measurements made exclusively in the emulolona All theao maaa meaauremente 

are repOZ'ted in Table U. 

This event is eorroborating evldenee 11 but "ot final proof, for the lnte:rpreta• 

tlon given in Ref. 1 that the new partielee observed at the Bevatron are antiprotons. 

It also gives support to the hypotheslo that the etar deacrlbeclln Ref. 5 waa indeed 

due to an antiproton. 

A more detailed descr.ptlon of these reawta le belng aubmltted for p\lbllca• 

tlon in the Nuovo Clmentoe 

This work wa.a pel'fonned under the auspices of the U(t 8e~ Atoznlc Eneray 
Commlsalonu 
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Table I 

Anal yeh of the Star Shown ln Fig. 1 

Range Ionization 
(Microns) ti/Io) 

2.3960 observed o. 90 d: o .. 06 

19500 observed loZ9 * Oo 09 
42.50 total 

1100 total 

340 total 

ZOZ total 

4050 total 

2.06 total 

100 total 

PIS 
(Mev/c) 

430. 70 

98 .• 9 

Identity 

w( ?) .. 
p 
p( ,, 

p(?) 

p(?) 

. p( ?) 

p(?) 

p(?) 

E 
(Mev) 

33Z. 0 

57.5 

32.. 3 

15.0 

7. 6 
s. 5 . 

3lo 4 . 
·5. S. 

3.6 

The ~article identity for Trac:ka 'b and c Ia cer~ that for Track a la only 

lffi.gntly uncertain; a very improbable alternative la &bat it la clue to aa electron• 

The other a can be protona or alpha partlclee. 

• 
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Table U 

Mas• Measurements 

Method Range Interval 
from the end 

(mm) 

Ionization-scattering 82."0-66.0 

Ionization (mean gap length)•range 74.6-19.0 

Same 5-0 

Scattering-range 10-0 

Residual range-momentum 93.14 !lua 
(£:tom orbit) 132. gem• copper 

Weighted average 

UCRL-32.2.4 

M/m
8 M/Mp 

1840:t:2.50 1. OO:t:O.l4 

1810clOO o. 99&0. 06 

1740:1:130 o. 95&0. 07 

1635~80 0.89•0.15 

1865• 70 1. oz•o. o-t 

18Ztit 51 o. 99•0. 0'! 
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Fig. 1. Reproduction of the star. L is the incoming track (9. 31 em of 
range). For the e xplanation of the other tracks see Table I. 
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